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Participants: Malin Falkenmark (chairman),
Asit K. Biswas, Hiroshi Hori, Tamon
Ishibashi, George Kovacs, Peter Rogers and
Hillel 1. Shuval

Seven international water experts were asked to discuss certain fundamental water-management problems. It was agreed that water shortage is
a medium-term constraint requiring attention when deciding on policies
for economic development within the resource base. Wise policies include
best use of local rain, a top level national water authority, and transport of
food rather than water. Point disposal of toxic wastes should be considered a deliberate illegal act. Since treatment technology is generally available, the main problem is unwillingness to bear the cost. Water pollution
originating from land use is best met by merging land-use and watermanagement policies. The present tendency to meet growing domestic or
international water disputes is by negotiation rather than by confrontation. Critical to the problems discussed is to ensure that decision makers
and the general public have an adequate understanding of mankind's
long-term dependence on life-supporting systems, and of the fundamental
role of the water cycle in these systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The tenth anniversary of the UN Water
Conference provides an excellent
opportunity to address some of the
main water-related problems that have
presented themselves during the past
decade. Indeed, as some problems
have been solved, other more serious
problems have developed, mainly due
to both over- and underexploitation of
the limited supplies available to human
activities, to the mobility of water, and
to population increases, which increase
the stress on the hydrologically limited
water availability (Figure 1).
Ten years after the special AMBIO
water issue, which appeared in 1977,
Professor Malin Falkenmark, Rapporteur General of the Mar del Plata Conference and scientific editor for AMBIO's water issue was requested by
AMBIO to address-together
with a
group of invited experts-a
few selected issues. The issues to be discussed
were seen as particularly crucial in a
medium-term perspective of about 20
years. Special attention was given to
the main lessons of the past and to the
most realistic ways to proceed in the
near future.

THEWATERBARRIERFOR
SEMIARIDDEVELOPMENTA REALOR INVENTED
PROBLEM?
Falkenmark: The number of individuals that society can successfully support
on each flow unit of water depends on
many factors among which are climate,
patterns of water use, technology used
and water management capability (institutional and administrative) (Figures
2 and 3). Some scholarsclaim that population growth drives countries with low per
capita water availability towards a water
barrier, which will make it increasingly
difficultto satisfy further water demands,
but others disagree with this concept. Israel may be close to this barrier already
-by means of advanced water management 2000 individuals are supported
on each flow unit of one million cubic
meters per year. Population growth, together with water-consuming agricultural development, appears to be pushing Poland towards the same barrier.
Other scholars claim that there is no
definable barrier for water scarcity,
provided management practices adequately reflect the situation. Water
needs will then automatically be
matched with water availability.
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A dry river bed in Botswana that remains a source of groundwater. Photo: U. Simonsson/Tiofoto.

For the semiarid developing countries, where populations are expected
to double within the next few decades,
the general goal of self-sufficiencyin
food production may be inconsistent
with the dependence of semiarid agriculturaltechniqueson irrigation.
How serious is this problem in the
African countriesfacing rapid population growth? Will water management
practices be helpful in attaining selfsufficiencyin rainfed agriculturalproduction? What will be the consequences of intensified rainfed agriculture for the water supply?
Water Availability A Medium-Term
Barrier for Local Development
Rogers: If an arid country decides that

it has to produceits own food, then it
will immediately come into conflict
with a shortage of water available for
irrigation.In the past humankindhas
alwayslived within the limits of locally
available resources. If a population
grew to such an extent that it began to
overstressthe resourcebase, partof the
populationmigratedor was forced out
to areaswhere there were adequateresources.
It is only since the last century, with
the rise of nationstatesin manypartsof
the world, that this is no longer easily
possible. The only realistic alternative
now appearsto be developmentin situ.
However, the population carryingcapacityof a desert is very low, unless
one is able to bringin resourcessuch as
water from the outside. Man has been
very creative in engineeringsuch solu-

tions as evidencedby cities such as Los
Angeles, California, and Phoenix,
Arizona.
Biswas: The concept of "water
barrier"is as invalidtoday as the thesis
"limitsto growth"was invalidin 1972.
While there may be a theoretical
barrierat any one specific time in any
specificregion, this barrieris a function
of many variables, among which are
technology,institutions,level of education and training,economicfactors,social and psychologicalnorms, standard
of living, elasticity of demand, and a
variety of other factors. As is the case
for any resourcewhose usage depends
on a multitude of interconnectedfactors, which change with time, the concept of any "limit"or "barrier"is purely hypotheticaland static. In terms of
management and efficient water use
manyalternativesare alwaysavailable,
some of which may be more palatable
and less complex than others.
The statement that Israel or Poland
or any other country are near a
"barrier"to developmentdue to water
scarcityis difficult to accept. In both
countries,water managementpractices
can be madesignificantlymore efficient
than they are at present, and one can
certainly question the presently "sacrosanct" use patterns. Politically it may
be a difficult process, and it may create
short-term perturbations, but for the
long term, there are solutions.

Self-sufficiencyin AgriculturalProductionis Not AlwaysFeasible
Biswas:The concept of self-sufficiency

in agriculturalproductionin developing
countries,or elsewherefor that matter,
is neithera feasible nor economic solution. I do not know of a single country
thatis fullyself-sufficientin agricultural
production, that does not import any
agriculturalproductwhatsoever.Countries alwaystrade with each other, not
only in terms of agriculturalproducts,
but also with other productsas well. I
do not expect to see a time when all
countries will be self-sufficientin agriculturalproductionso that agricultural trade will disappear. What we can
say is that countriesshould try to be as
self-sufficientin agriculturalproduction
as warrantedby social, economic,political and technical considerations.We
cannot go any furtherthan that.
Rogers: The conflict between populationgrowthand availablewateris felt
most keenly in manyAfricancountries.
Telling people that "mother nature
knows best," and that they should live
in such arid regions without massive
economic resourcesto sustainthem, is
of little help to the populationsof these
countries. It seems to me that in such
settings encouragingfarmersto get involved in widespreadirrigationon the
basis of the Asian model is not helpful
either.
Real help would focus on devising
ways in which the countries' growing
populationscould participatein some
form of economic development that
would stay well within their water resource base. Such a proposal immediately raisesthe questionof food policy,
since the irrigationof food grainswill
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Figure1. Endogenouswater(A Q)is generatedinthe countryitselfthrough
precipitation(P),which inpartreturnsto the atmospherebyevaporationand
(E)and in partfeeds localaquifersand riverswhichconstievapotranspiration
tutethewateravailableforsocietal use (P- E = A Q).Exogenousflow(Q01)is
the waterenteringfromupstreamcountriesindeep aquifersand rivers.

alwaysremaina wasteful and nonoptimal use of water. Should a countryput
itself into the position of relyingon imports from abroad for the bulk of its
food supply?
Given the wild price fluctuationsin
the world grain trade over the past 15
years,manya prudentstatesmanwould
concludethat such a strategyis too risky. Lookingbackto only the last five or
six years of the international grain
trade, on the other hand, one could
arriveat the opposite conclusion.From
these same observationsone could also
conclude that the best thing that the
world at large could do for our brothers
and sisters in arid countries would be to
ensure a stable international grain trade.

Internationallycontrolled foodgrain
stockpileswere proposed by a number
of people and institutionsshortlyafter
the UN's 1974 World Food Conference. The general consensus that
emergedin the early 1980swas that the
grain market left to itself could take
care of the problem-which it indeed
did fairlywell. I believe that the future
outlook is even better. The graintrade
now has more suppliersthan previously, with countrieslike China and India
startingto market small quantities of
grain. With more geographicallydispersedtradersthe riskof a majorshortfall is reduced.
What is now needed is to introduce
some form of marketstabilityfor both
suppliersand purchasers.The obvious
and the cheapestway to achieve this is
by strengtheningthe current market
mechanisms.If for instance long-term
future contractswere available, then,
for a small premium, food-grain importingcountrieswould be able to look
to stablefood pricesfor severalyearsin
the future.Not only would the consuming countries benefit from such a system, but the food producerswould also
greatly benefit from long-term stable
prices.

Long-termfuturesfor food grains(or
"long-term contracts," if "futures"
look too much like a gamblingcasino)
may seem to be an odd way to "solve"
the waterproblem,but I do not see any
other economic means of locating or
importingthe large quantitiesof water

Average =
potential
aavailability

<Dry
sea son

One year
Figure 2. Water availability can fluctuate seasonally between one or several flood and dry periods. Figure 1 represents only part of the year-round
water availability. In order to increase dry-season availability, surplus
water from the flood season must be stored in surface or sub-surface
reservoirs.
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Figure3. Levels of water consumption in selected countries in 1975 and forecast for the years 2000
and 2025. Waterconsumption level is the potentialwater availability(Qout in Figure 1), divided by the
population, I.e.the numberof individualsjointlydepending on each flow unit (106 m3 yr-') available
fromthe water cycle. The "waterbarrier"represents the maximumconsumption level under conditions of advanced technology and administrativecapability(2000 persons/flow unit). Inpoorer
countries the water barriermay be much lower (10-20%) especially if seasonality (Figure2) plays a
majorrole.

(as much as 3000 tons of water per ton
of grain)needed to producefood grains
in many arid countries.
Removing the need for such large
quantities of water removes the "water
barrier" in all countries. The above pro-

posal does not imply that the countries
should give up all agriculture, but
rather that they should concentrate on
highly valued and low water-using crops
for both domestic use and export. Re-

member that in agriculturalcountries
agricultureis often the only significant
sourcefor generatingthe economicsurplus necessaryfor development.

Problem of Reversing an Existing
Policy

Rogers: Water use in all societies is in-

extricablyembeddedin the originsand
developmentof the local culture. Since
water is a "fugitive resource," how it
has traditionallybeen appropriatedor
alienatedby differentsocial groupsdetermines,to a largeextent, the patterns
of current access to water in the society.
For example, in the westernstates of
the US the first major users of water
were miners who needed large quantities of water, at a distance from the
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rivers, for hydraulic mining. These
miners lived under the anarchic system
of the "wild west" and were largely left
to their own devices with respect to
legal codes. In this almost Hobbesian
world he who got to the water first
could claim the right to it-provided of
course that he had the force to exercise
his claim. This practice has led to the
doctrine of "prior appropriation" of
water rights in all of the states west of
the 100th meridian. The subsequent
gradual encroachment by federal and
state authority on these rights has resulted in a complex system of water
laws that makes "rational" economic
models difficult to apply. In most governments around the world politicians
show great reluctance to tamper with
the common view of water being a gift
from God that ought to be supplied to
all users at the lowest possible cost. In
the isolated cases in which serious
attempts were made to raise the cost of
supply closer to its economic value, the
politicians who initiated the change did
not survive for very long. For example,
a recent study in the United States
documents the rapid recall of the entire
city council of Tuscon, Arizona, by an
enraged electorate after the council had
had the temerity to raise the costs of the
municipal water supply in that desert
city to the level of water charges in Boston (a notoriously damp city).
Another example can be cited from
Beijing, China, which is governed
under a quite different political system.
There we see the politicians unwilling
to recommend the reallocation of water
away from agriculture, including wasteful wet-paddy rice cultivation, which
consumes more than 80 percent of the
metropolitan area's water that could be
put to much higher-valued industrial
and domestic uses. They are willing to
make, and apparently able to survive,
substantial raises in the cost of the relatively small amount of water that is
available to industry and to domestic
users. But, they are not willing to do
the same with respect to agricultural
users who use the greatest quantity of
water and pay the least. In this case
they are captives to one of the very
powerful symbols and myths from
China's recent past-the ever present
specter of famine.
In addition to legal contexts, which
vary from society to society and-as
the US demonstrates-sometimes from
one part of a country to another, there
is an almost universal feeling that water
is somehow "different" from other resources. The "water-is-different" syndrome has deep and murky roots in all
cultures and religions. Water is essential for life-but so is food, and heat
for those who choose to live in cold
climates such as Sweden or parts of
North America. The idea in most cultures is of water as a "gift from God,"
and as such it is considered immoral to
exclude anyone from using it. It is
strange that in many cultures this "gift
from God" argument does not apply to
land-perhaps because land is not fugi-

tive! Othernecessitiessuch as food and
heat are items that man himself must
work to produce.
Biswas: As to the second aspect of
the issue, pricing, this is not a simple
problem either. As a result of social,
economic, institutional and political
reasons,pricinghas not played a significantrole in developingcountries.Cost
recovery from water projects in developingcountrieshas not workedthus
far, but then largefarmersin California
do not pay the full cost of water they
use either.
WaterShortageMayBe LimitingAlso
in LargeCities
Kovacs:There are two cases where water shortage may indeed be a limiting
factor for future economic development:
* Largecities and industrialcentersin
arid regions having very limited endogenous resourcesand without exogenous water, where development
has been forced by the presence of
other naturalresourcesregardlessof
the availabilityof water (e.g. oil developmentin the Gulf countries).
* Arid regions where the food supply
of the increasingpopulationcan be
ensured only by large irrigation
schemes (e.g. the Sahel zone).
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In these cases pricing policy is only
one possibletool, but sustainablewater
management requires application of
the completearsenalof waterresources
control (e.g. desalinizationof seawater
as a form of quantitativecontrol, and
the reuse of wastewaterfor irrigation
being a part of qualitycontrol).
In the second case even such complete control cannot provide an economic solution, because irrigationrequires large amounts of water and its
availability can be ensured only by
large investments. The price of food
producedin such systems exceeds several times the reasonableprices of the
world market. It is necessary, there-
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fore, to investigate whether the efforts to
achieve self-sufficiency in food supply in
such regions is reasonable, by comparing the relative cost of food transport
with that of water.

OPTIONSFORMEDIUM-TERM
SOLUTIONSTO CHRONICWATER
SHORTAGE
Falkenmark:Large areas with chronic
water shortagehave semiaridclimates,
the year alternating between a rainy
season and a dry season (Figure2). A
key measure in water resources development is therefore water storage,
wherebythe wet season surpluscan be
stored and used during the following
dry season. The storage options vary
with the locality,smallerschemesbeing
adequate higher up in the river basin,
whereaslargerprojectsare called for in
downstreampartsof the river.The size
of the reservoirwill be defined by the
size of the flow, togetherwith its annual and interannual fluctuations. The
fact that surfacewater reservoirsimply

large water losses to the atmosphere
has directedincreasinginteresttowards
subsurfacewater storage.
Especiallyinterestingin the mediumtermperspective,whereno extravagant
macro-projects are available in the
most drought-prone poverty-stricken
rural areas is the potential for water
conservationprojects. This is a traditional method in some areas, involving
the collection of rainwaterfrom a certain area conveyingit to a percolation
pond whereit may infiltrate.The water
is stored as groundwater and made
availablethroughwells. Especiallysuccessful seem to be projects-like the
Naigaon project in Maharashtrastate
in India-where the water allocatedto
the users is based on the size of the
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Indianfield irrigation.Photo: T. Arvidson/Tiofoto.
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family, not the size of landownership.
A maximum limit per family might
even add a component of family-control incentives.
What are the prospectsof these and
similar solutions in different parts of
the semiaridand arid zone? What are
the main problems involved and how
can they be solved?
Conservationof IrrigationWater
Biswas:The issue of waterconservation
is very narrowlydefined here, and is
basically limited to rainwaterharvesting. Surely the most importanttask in
water management facing developing
countriesat presentis how to use irrigation water more efficiently since more
than half extracted at present is now

being "lost." In many cases, only about
30 percent of water extracted reaches
the agricultural fields. Since irrigation
uses some 80 percent of all water used
in the world, the total quantity of water
that could be made available for further
use by more efficient irrigation management is tremendous. Yet enough
attention is not being paid to make irrigation management practices more efficient. The scope for water conservation
in this field is tremendous.
Rogers: As I outlined under the first

question above, the major response of
the water system will depend on the
policies implemented with respect to
irrigatedagriculture.Small percentage
changes in irrigation-water use will lead
to very large increases in the total water

availablefor other uses. Countriesalready engaged in irrigatedagriculture
can almostcertainlyand relativelyeasily improvethe efficienciesof their water use by 20 to 30 percent.
In countries without substantial
amounts of irrigatedagriculturalland,
the best strategy will be to encourage
farmers to develop only those techniques that conserve water. A large in-

ternationaleffort to encouragethis sort
of behaviorby governmentsas well as
farmersis currentlybeing spearheaded
by the InternationalIrrigationManagement Institute (IIMI) in Kandy, Sri
Lanka. The relative importance of
management versus technology in
achievinghigh levels of waterconservation is being stressedin IIMI'swork.
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Wastewater Reuse Possible
Shuval: The reuse of wastewater from
major urban centers for agricultural
irrigation, greenbelts, or industrial use
can prove to be a highly effective
strategy for increasing the water resource potential while reducing environmental pollution.
In Israel, total wastewater reuse is
now the declared national water policy.
Some 30 percent of all urban wastewater is currently being utilized mainly in
agricultural irrigation. This has resulted
in an increase in available water resources and has reduced pollution of
streams and coastal recreational areas.
Irrigation with wastewater has the additional benefit of supplying all of the
nitrogen, and most of the other nutrients normally required by agricultural
crops.
In countries such as Israel with a long
dry summer season, large interseasonal
wastewater reservoirs have proved to
be effective in increasing the amount of
water available during the irrigation
season.
Recent studies by the World Bank
(1) have provided a sound basis for
wastewater irrigation practice while
effectively controlling health risks.- In
general the report has shown that many
current health regulations concerning
wastewater irrigation are overly strict.
The study has resulted in the development of more liberal irrigation standards which should provide a rational
basis for simple, practical wastewater
reuse in developing countries (2).
The World Bank study points out
that the conventional wastewater-treatment technology mainly used in the developed countries is expensive to construct and operate, and less effective in
pathogen removal than are simple, robust oxidation pond systems, which are
particularly suited to developing countries. This is a good example of simple,
low cost technology which is actually
more appropriate and suitable than socalled conventional equipment, energy
intensive technology.
Developing New Water Resources
Rogers: Even though it is almost always
cheaper to conserve water than to provide new sources of water, it may not
be possible to find enough water by
conservation alone. Under these circumstances new sources of ground or
surface water must be developed. In
many places developing groundwater
storage may be more than one-third
less expensive than developing surfacewater impoundments.
In addition, good surface-water storage sites are becoming harder and harder to find as the best sites are rapidly
being developed. Also, all surface impoundments in the tropics cause very
severe impacts upon the local and regional environments. The environmentalists are mobilizing on a global scale to
stop many proposed large dam projects.
One does not even have to argue the
merits of specific cases anymore; it is

ta
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A high desert resort at Oak Creek Canyon, Sedona, Arizona.
Photo: C. Ehlers/Tiofoto.

simply becoming increasinglydifficult
to obtain international funding for
large dam projects anywhere in the
world, regardless of particularcountries' politicaland economic systems.
Underground storage is cheaper,
much more environmentally benign
and-more to the point-is in many
cases the only significantstoragepotential that has not yet been exploited.
Some recent work indicates that there
may also be significant storage potential
in deep fractured rock. If this turns out

to be the case then manyaridcountries
will have the potential to create substantialwatersuppliesfor nonirrigation
purposes.

Kovacs: The comparison of the impacts of small and large reservoirs stating that, "small is beautiful" is a misleading concept. The utilization of
large exogenous water resources requires the construction of large reservoirs, while the small reservoirs serve
the quantitative control of local endogenous resources. The combination
of surface and groundwater reservoirs
(the conjunctive use) depends also on
local conditions. The final purpose of
water-management policy is always the
determination of the optimum combination of the various controls depending on the local conditions of the region.
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SomeSuggestionsBasedon Japanese
Experience
Ishibashi/Hori:Takinginto accountthe
apparent differences in the natural and
socioeconomic conditions that exist between semiarid areas and Japan, there
seems to be little for us to suggest in
response to the given series of questions.
The following points could, however,
be useful for people living in semiarid
areas. These have been chosen on the
basis of lessons from past and present
Japanese experience.
a) For Farming Areas (Paddy Fields)
* Integrate water intakes for irrigation
and shift the location of such integrated intake further upstream.
* Replace sandy paddy soil by more
clayey soils.
* Supply irrigation water only intermittently.
* Pump underground in areas remote
from rivers.
b) For Towns and Cities
* Improve water-supply pipes to decrease water leakage.
* Pump underground water for both
domestic and industrial use, taking
into account eventual ground degradation.
* Promote recycling of water in factories.
* Promote installation of facilities to
utilize rainwater as much as possible
by improving roof and school playgrounds, which provide broad recipient areas for water storage.
* Separate or shift water-consuming
industries from populous cities and
towns.
* Try to inspire and maintain a watersaving spirit among citizens, parallel
to efforts to establish administrative
means for the adoption of a progressive water rate.

WHATAREREALISTIC
WAYSTO
PREVENTGLOBALSPREADOF
LARGE-SCALE
WATER
POLLUTION?
Falkenmark: Some of the large surprises of today originate from the mobility and chemical activity of water in
the atmosphere and in terrestrial
branches of the water cycle. As a consequence, human activities in one locality are transformed into water quality
responses and higher-order effects elsewhere.
The poor general understanding of
this dimension of water-related issues
has made it possible for decision makers to neglect future negative feedback
on the natural environment, although
the principal outcome of slowly operating hydrobiogeochemical systems has
generally been foreseeable. Still, today
there appears to be an impasse in regard to the more general pollution-reducing measures-except in the case of
a few substances which have already
been proven to produce damage. Pollution problems still tend to be taken seriously only in retrospect. When the gen-

eral publicbecomes concernedenough
over widespreadand alarmingeffects,
the available "solutions" that remain
might simply be the creation of highlevel committees. The problem facing
these committees is the difficulty in
finding countermeasuresfor pollution
generated decades ago and already
mobile in soil layers, subsurfaceaquifers and slow-reactingecosystems.
The general tools needed to predict
the water-relatedor water-propagated
responsesfrom a certainland-basedactivity have not emerged from the environmentalresearchof past decades,
as this research has been effectoriented rather than mechanismoriented. We are not yet preparedto
define, at an acceptablelevel of precision, the time delays involved in such
slow systems,or the expectedresponse
delays to the source-reductionmeasures proposed.
What are the real problems behind
the impasse? What is the time scale
involvedin today'sdecisionson polluting activities? Is there a way to pay
more adequate attention-from the
perspectiveof the next generation-to
permanentdamageto water resources,
resulting from the present decisionmaking trade-off between long-term
costs and short-termbenefits in terms
of economy, employment,etc?
The Most Serious Problem is Hazardous
Waste

Biswas:Only a negativestanceis taken
here. Lake Erie and the River Thames,
both of which were pronounced to be
"dead" in the late sixties, are now
"alive" again. India now has a major
program for cleaning up the River
Ganges. We are winning some battles
but losing others. A real problem facing us at present is the environmentally-safe disposal of hazardous wastes
and to ensure such wastes do not contaminate various sources of water. This
is an important problem in many developing countries, but so far not

enough attentionhas been paid to it.
Kovacs: In many regions the most
serious problem hindering the utilization of water resources is the deterioration of water caused by pollution. From
the point of view of the qualitative control of water resources three different
types of pollution should be distinguished:
* Point-source pollution, the elimina-

tion of which requiresthe development of efficient technologies of
sewage treatment. In many cases
especiallywhen the purposeis not
only the maintenance of the selfpurification ability of the recipient,

but also the protection of water
bodies against eutrophicationeven the application of tertiary treatment is needed. In general, the
necessary technologies are known,
only the high costs of treatment
cause problems.
* The protection of water against nonpoint -source pollution is a more
difficult task, because of the disperse

character.The development of environmentallysoundagriculturaland
forestrymanagementand the pollution control of urbanizedareas provide the most reasonable tools to
protect the water against disperse
pollutions. Land-use and watermanagementpolicies are, therefore,
interrelatedand inseparableactions.
* Accidental pollution has recently

caused very serious damage. Becauseof the randomcharacterof this
type of pollution eliminationof the
impact cannot be planned in advance. Considering,however,thatin
large river basins, located in industrializedregions,the numberof such
incidencesmay be as high as several
hundreds, it is reasonable to organize specialized teams to locate
accidentalpollutionand to minimize
undesirableimpact.The preparation
of strategies for such protective
teams can be facilitatedby simulation, using models of various kinds
of pollution accidents. This can be
carriedout along differentstretches
of the river systems to study the
propagation,dispersionand chemical reactionof the pollutants.
Pollution a Deliberate Crime Rather
than a Surprise

Rogers:I maintainthat there are very
few surprises in what has happened
withregardto the widespreadpollution
of our water resources. If one reads
carefullythe literatureof the 1950sand
the 1960s one finds warnings about
what was going on. More to the point,
however, one simply cannot believe that
trained chemists and biologists could
promiscuously dispose of known toxic
materials directly into the environment
and claim that they did not expect any
damaging effects.

The chemicalcompaniesknewexactly whatthey were doingin Love Canal.
See how carefullythey made sure that
the propertywas transferredto the local townships at bargain prices, and
with instructionsas to what they could
and could not do on these lands. These
instructionswere readilyignoredby the
laymen politicians-but even they
shouldnot have been surprisedby what
happened,given the warningsprovided
to them by the chemicalcompanies.
Orphanedlandfills, midnightdumping, and unauthorizeddischargesfrom
industry and municipalities leaching
into groundand surfacewatersare not
surprises, they are deliberate crimes
committed against the population at
large. In no way should the environmental movement provide excuses for
the people who have committedthese
crimesby callingthem "surprises."
Of course, vindictive pursuit of the
criminalsshould not become the sole
focus of the governmentagenciesdealing with environmental protection.
These agencies should devote most of
their attentionto makingsure such environmentalabusesdo not occurin the
future. The goal should be to internalizethe externaldamagecausedby a
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Potable water in mountain streams characteristic of northern Sweden.
Photo: R. Andersson/Tiofoto.

polluter. Simply saying that "the polluter pays" is not the only way to deal
with this problem. There are a number
of creative ways of allowing polluters to
trade effluents in such a way that the
overall impact of waste diposal is less,
at lower economic costs.
Crucial Policy Tools
to Stop Pollution
Rogers: The best way to stop the pollution of the aquatic ecosystem which is
becoming widespread over the globe is
to stop it! Many of the persistent contaminants that end up in the ground or
surface waters should never have been
disposed of directly into the environment in the first place. We know that it
is much easier and cheaper to deal with
waste products in a concentrated form,
i.e. before they are diluted in the water
environment. Therefore, we need to
use all possible means to avoid contaminating the aquatic systems in the
first place. Bill Martin of Arizona State
University suggests the three Ps,
Preachments, Politics, and Prices as the
policy tools to control water use.
Preachments appeal to people's better
nature, politics ensure that the tradeoffs between groups are reasonable and
set out the legal frameworks for enforcing water quality, and pricing ensures
that the most efficient incentives are
used to send the message. Pollution can
be effectively controlled only if all
three of these policy tools are used.

WATERAS A CONFLICTCREATINGISSUE
Falkenmark: Pollution generated in upstream countries may involve severe
degradation of the water resources of
downstream countries. Europe, provides numerous examples of polluted
international rivers. In The Nether-

lands a private water tribunal has been
established, using public exposure via
mass media as a powerful disincentive
for cynical polluters.
International conflicts are inherent
even in cases where upstream states, in
water-short regions, plan or execute
water withdrawals from the river, causing problems for downstream states.
The UN International Law Commission is extremely slow and inefficient in
developing the code of conduct for
shared water resources so eagerly
called for by the 1977 Water Conference in Mar del Plata.
There are also other kinds of waterrelated conflicts of a regional character,
one instance being when water-short
states claim the right to demand water
to be transferred from better endowed
states. Even if continental-scale water
transfers, eagerly discussed as feasible
solutions during the 60s and 70s, seem
to have vanished from the present
agenda, medium-scale water transfers
seem to have retained their relevance.
Disputes are going on, or are latent,
in many regions between surplus and
deficit states and between polluting and
polluted states. What are the present
prospects and problems of the water
transfer technique as such? What set of
really powerful incentives/disincentives
will provide constructive solutions in a
20-year perspective of international water conflicts?
Water Scarcity may Generate Both Intranational and International Disputes
Biswas: It is true that globally there are
214 international river and lake basins
which are shared by two or more countries, and water quality and quantity
management in these systems has always been a difficult process. As the
demands for water increase, there are
likely to be more conflicts in the future.
While it is not possible to forecast the

future accurately, it is unlikely that
serious conflicts between countries will
develop on a large scale because of water scarcity only. On the basis of my
own analyses, what may happen is that
if the existing relationship between
countries sharing the same water system is poor, potential conflicts over water may further aggravate the situation.
As far as water transfer from deficit to
abundant regions is concerned, the potential of intracountry transfer is much
higher than intercountry. Even for intercountry transfer countries like Canada or India where provinces have the
main juridisdiction over water, resolution of conflicts over water-sharing and
pollution prevention is not an easy
task.
Rogers: Water diverted from aquifers or streams for consumption or other
uses, or polluted water returned to a
stream or an aquifer, will almost always
cause some conflict between users or
potential users of the resource. These
conflicts do not necessarily have to be
international conflicts. Many of the
most vicious water conflicts have arisen
within national boundaries between
different regions or groups. The nature
of water as a fugitive resource, and the
nature of the current technologies for
water supply, water use, and wastewater treatment cause these conflicts.
Domestically, government policies
toward resource use and environmental
protection are meant to ameliorate
these conflicts. Depending upon the
country and the particular circumstances, such policies have been more
or less effective in achieving conflict
resolution. However, it is in the international setting that there appears to
exist little effective international law
and few regulatory institutions. Hence,
much of the discussion of conflicts focuses on these international cases.
Negotiation Rather Than
Confrontation
Rogers: If one examines what has recently been happening in Europe and
North America in domestic settings,
one can be more optimistic about the
future of the international issues. In the
US we have recently seen a movement
away from confrontation (which had
usually occurred in the courts) to
negotiation and arbitration on many
environmental and resource issues.
This change stems from a gradual realization that under the confrontational
mode of operating nobody wins, except
perhaps the lawyers.
Now it is common for all parties to an
environmental dispute to work together to keep the issues from degenerating into unreconcilable differences. Most law schools and planning
departments at US universities now offer
courses in environmental negotiation.
The attempt is to get only the afflicted
parties together, rather than using the
usual regulatory approach of considering all in the polity as being interested in all issues.
In the international setting this con-
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cept has major implications for the
modalities for resolving conflicts over
water-resourceuse. Firstand foremost,
it stresses bilateralism or restricted
multilateralism:get only the most directlyimpactednationsinvolvedin the
negotiations.Second, it calls for skilled
negotiatorsfrom third countriesor internationalinstitutions. Finally, it requiresthat the countriesinvolvedcome
to understandthat it is possible to arrive at negotiated solutions under
which all parties are better off.
I amfairly optimisticthatmanyof the
waterconflictswe see todaybetweennations can be resolvedusing the new approaches.
DisputesOverDam
Constructions
Hori: International rivers can be
classifiedinto three categories,i.e., the
penetration type, the country-boundary type and the complexed type.
Meanwhile, the purpose of dam constructionis to utilize water for the consumptiveuse, the non-consumptiveuse
and the complexeduse. The above elements would affect both the natural
and social environmentalproblems as
well as the economic and political advantages and disadvantages of each
ripariancountry when a dam is constructedsomewherein the river basin.
Therefore,the difficultyin reachingagreements for dam constructionarises
because of differencesof standpointof
the governmentsof the countriesconcerned. When the construction of a
dam is programmedin an international
river basin, each ripariangovernment
should try to identify its standing on
these elements and then make efforts
to predict probable environmental
effects. It will be needless to mention
that other aspects such as the study of
benefitsand costs should also be investigated, while trying to command an
overview of the entire river basin
project.
After examining predicted environmentaleffects, in additionto othergeneral studies, the governmentcan identify whetherthe projectis acceptableas
it is or whether it requires modifications.
Any developmentplan acceptableto
one ripariancountryis not necessarily
welcomed by others. It is, therefore,
necessary to deal with the matter
through negotiations between the
countriesinvolvedand to determinean
acceptable solution for each country.
The success of such negotiations may
only be achievedby mutualconcession
among the related governments. The
best way to reach (an) acceptablesolution(s) wouldbe to organizean international committee, in which the issues
relatingto the environmentshould be
given top priority.
Roleof UnitedNations
Kovacs:The applicationof any form of
waterresourcescontrol-and especially the demand control-may create
serious conflicts. Managementof such

conflictsis a difficulttask even withina
given country, and the difficultiesare
even greaterin internationalbasins. It
seems necessary indeed to accelerate
the developmentof a code of conduct
for sharedwaterresourcesas was urged
at the UN WaterConferencein 1977at
Mar del Plata. Any effort aiming at
either the technical or the legal development of managing systems in
large internationalriver basins should
be supported.
Biswas: The United Nations has
playedan importantrole in watermanagement in developing countries, certainly much more than they are often
given credit for. This in a sense is not
surprisingsince there are many UN
agencies working in developing countries. Very few individualsor organizations have a clear view of what UN
agencies are doing as a whole in developingcountries.
In this connection, it is worth mentioning the role played by the United
Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) on the managementof shared
natural resources, especially water.
With the assistance of governmental
experts,UNEP has managedto drafta
code of conduct for countries sharing
naturalresourceslike water. Through
the personalinitiativeof the Executive
Directorof UNEP, Dr MostafaKamal
Tolba, all the co-basincountriesof the
ZambeziBasin have got togetherin an
effortto decidehow best to developthe
river for the optimal benefit of the
countriesconcerned.The countriesinvolved have now approveda common
Zambezi Action Plan. Through this
UNEP initiative,not only the countries
sharingthe ZambeziRiver are working
towardsa common goal but also bilateraland multilateraldonorshave been
broughttogether to make that goal a
realityby providingfinancialand technical assistance. Similarly the Indus
River Treatybetween India and Pakistan was signed mainly because the initiativeand leadershipof the then President of the World Bank. These two
events clearly indicate that given the
courage and proper leadership UN
agencies can play an importantrole in
the development and managementof
internationalwater bodies.
Rogers:It would be extremelynaive
to imaginethat eitherthe UN systemor
the WorldCourtwill be able to resolve
the water conflicts involving apparent
national sovereignty any better than
they have been able to resolve many
other and much more pressingissues.

CONCLUSIONS
Water Shortages May Be a Temporarily
Limiting Factor

There are five sets of conclusions.The
first is related to water shortage as a
constraint for development. The discussion on water-relatedlimitationsto
semiarid development concluded that
the water-barrierconcept is basically

theoretical and unnecessarilydrastic.
Even if water shortage is indeed a
medium-termbarrierto local development--especially in developing countries-there are numerous solutions
for the long term.
Generally,water managementpractices can be made more effective, water
losses can be reduced, and water-use
patternscan be altered. The need for
large quantities of water to support
self-sufficiencyin food productionmay
be avoided once a stable international
grain trade has been established.The
present "water-is-different"attitude
maybe alteredby stimulatingpeople to
take a more realisticapproachto paying the real cost of society makingwater accessiblefor use. It is often easier
to transport food than to transport
water!
NewDistinctionsin WaterResources
Assessment
The secondset of conclusionsis related
to the planning needed to formulate
efficientpoliciesin orderto addressthe
problemsunderdiscussion.As pointed
out by Kovacs,the two most important
aspectsto be consideredare
* To make a distinctionbetween local
(endogenous) and transported(exogenous) water resources.
* To divide the users into two groups:
the first where consumptiveuse is a
high percentage of the total water
demand (irrigation)and the second
where this ratio is almost negligible
(practicallyall other water users).
It is obvious that in an upstreamsubcatchment of a basin only water resources of local origin are available
(surface runoff originating from and
groundwaterrecharged by local precipitation).This endogenousresource,
availablewith a given probability,provides the upper limit of freshwaterdemand that can be met within the region. Withefficientqualitycontrol(the
treatment of effluents) this amount
would be made availableseveral times
in a consecutiveseries, althoughnone
of the userscan receive a highersupply
than the limit. Any demandexceeding
the limiting amount can be covered
only by applying quantitativecontrol
(storageor water transfer).
Along the lower stretchesof a river
collectingwaterfrom a largebasin, the
transportedwaterarrivingfromthe upper catchment-even the minimumof
these exogenous water resources expected with a given probability-is
usually several times higher than the
freshwaterdemandof the userslocated
in the region. Here only inadequate
qualitycontrol, hinderingthe reuse of
the dischargeat a lower section of the
river, or a large water intake not compensated for by a proportionalrelease
of effluents (e.g. due to transportto
other basins or users with high consumptiveuse) may endangerthe undisturbedsupplyof the users.
With these distinctions new principles
in water resources assessment have to be
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developed.These new principlesshould
separate the role of local and transportedresourcesfrom the new form of
water balance, and compareconsumptive use to available water instead of
total freshwaterdemand.
A cleardefinitionof endogenousand
exogenousresourcesis the firstrequirement. The next step is the separate
statisticalanalysisof the availabilityof
waterfor the two groups.In the case of
local surface water resources, the determinationof storage vs. yield relationshipprovidesthe plannerswith the
most decisive information.To characterize transportedsurface-wateravailability, the probabilitydistributionfor
low water dischargesand the determinationof the seasonalbase-flowfluctuation are required. Base-flow calculation indicates the need to investigate
the interactions between surface and
groundwaterresources.Such an analysis is indispensable,even in the case of
regions that have only endogenousresources, to determine the optimum
ratio of the conjunctiveuse of the two
differentresources.
National Water Authority
The third set of conclusions is related to
the administration needed to realize an

efficient policy. As pointed out by
Shuval, a prerequisite for rational water planning and management, particularly in countries facing serious water
shortages, is the establishment of a top
level national water authority. This au-

thorityshould be empoweredto:
1. Carryout inventoriesof available
water resources and monitor their use

and quality.
2. Draft a long-termnational water
plan as well as short-term plans.
3. Direct budget allocations for the
development of water resources.
4. Establish water policy including
limitations on utilization of various
ground and surface water resources;

waterprices, allocationsfor agricultural, urbanandindustrialdevelopmentas
well as recreationaluse.
It is important that this authority be
independent of the economic interests
of the various water consumers such as
agriculture, and have as its long-term
goal the development and conservation
of limited water resources for the benefit of all sectors of the economy.
Water Conservation Potential
The fourth set of conclusions refers to

various water conservationmeasures.
These measures tend to be different
under upstreamas opposed to downstreamconditions.
In upstream locationsthe only source
of water is local rain, i.e. endogenous
water. The wisest strategy would be to

stimulatethe best use of local rain in
crop production and forestry, and for
various water-dependent activities.

Tactics include careful crop selection
and maximum societal adaptation to
the natural moisturize pattern of the
local landscape. Soil conservation has

to be integratedwith water conserva-

tion in order to maximize rainwater infiltration, increase groundwater recharge, and reduce surface flow that
causes erosion and rapid disappearance
of flood flow. In other words to stimulate underground storage of any water
surplus as much as possible by environmental management.
In downstream localities, also supplied by exogenous water from passing
rivers, additional measures would add
to water conservation. In irrigated
areas with low water-use efficiency,
much water could be saved for alternative uses simply by reducing unnecessary losses. Tactics include canal
lining, altered methods for water distribution and application, measures to
reduce seepage of excess water, etc.
The traditional method used to stop
seasonal excess water from leaving an
area is water storage. The technique
selected depends on the size of the
flood flow. Even in downstream areas
maximum use should be made of
possibilities to store water underground. The technical options partly
depend on the size of the flow to be
stored. Soil conservation should secure
maximum storage of endogenous flow.
Exogenous flow could also be stored
underground by allowing flood flow to
inundate large areas and percolate to
the groundwater aquifer.
Large flows have to be stored in river
reservoirs behind large dams. Some
major problems could be minimized or
even avoided simply by better planning. For example, schistosomiasis is
one consequence of poor sanitation,
allowing disease vectors to reach a water body where they may be transmitted to individuals visiting that water
area. Social problems involved in moving local populations from the area to
be inundated by the reservoir are on
the other hand unavoidable, but can be
minimized by careful planning. It may
indeed be seen as the price to be paid
for increasing water availability during
dry seasons and years. Problems affecting populations in neighboring countries have to be met by negotiations and
mutual concessions.
In view of the importance of water
conservation measures in water-short
regions the present opposition from environmental groups against reservoirs is
somewhat antiproductive. In highly water-stressed regions, there is no alternative way of increasing dry season availability of water than by storing wet season surplus.

UnderstandingNecessaryfor
Awareness
The final set of conclusions refers to the

falseness of the general hypothesis of
safe waste disposalon lands and in waters. That this basic hypothesisof environmentalplannersin the past is entirelyfalse has been amplyprovenduring recent decades. The conclusionis
that the time now has come to reverse
this hypothesis. In other words no

chemicalsubstancesshould be allowed
to transferto the naturalenvironment,

unless it can be proven that they will
safely decompose into naturalcomponents such as carbondioxide, minerals
andwater.In suchcases, societyshould
be prepared to accept the ecological
consequences of increases in these
compounds.
There is also a massive need for
broad educationon the functioningof
the biosphereand its main subsystems:
the physical spheres (atmosphere,
lithosphere, world oceans), the water
circulationbetween and within these
spheres(hydrologicalcycle), the chemical cycles, and the biological systems
developing under different physicochemicalconditions.The general public has the right to informationon the
way mankinddepends, for sustainable
existence,on a long-termbalancein the
life-supporting systems. This knowledge will forceus to acceptcrucialconstraintson our activitiesin orderto secure the possibility of handing over
well-functioning life-supportive systemsto our childrenandgrandchildren.
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